
KEYCHAIN REMOTE

Instruction Manual

Please click on your panel for corresponding information:



Button functions:

Press once to Arm Away (arms all sensors)

Press once to Disarm

Press once to Arm Stay (arms only 

door/window and glass break sensors)

Press together        and        for three seconds 

to trigger an audible Panic Alarm and police      

will be dispatched to your home. 

Pro Tips:

• If you wish to change the functionality of         to alert medical responders instead of the police, 

please call 877-602-5276 to reconfigure. (A silent panic alarm is also possible.)

• Although the light bulb button does not currently have a function, we suggest an alternative of 

setting a scene from your app to turn the light on/off as you arm/disarm your system.

• The Keychain Remote should have an effective range of ~100 ft from your Hub.

• The expected battery life is five years. A low battery will be indicated by a dim or nonexistent 

LED light at the time a button is pushed. 

• If the Keychain Remote has not been used recently it is possible for the battery to deplete 

entirely before being able to report a low battery signal to your Hub. 

Replacing the Battery:

1. With a key or small screwdriver, press the black tab located at the bottom of the remote (fig. 

1) and slide the chrome trim off.

2. Carefully separate the front and back piece of plastic to reveal the battery.

3. Replace with a 3V Lithium CR2032 battery ensuring the + side of the battery faces up (fig. 2).

4. Re-assemble the plastics and ensure they click together. Ensure the notch in the chrome trim 

is aligned with the back of the plastic. It will only go on one way (fig. 3).

Frontpoint Hub



Button functions:

Press once to Arm Stay (arms only door/window 

and glass break sensors) and twice to Arm Away 

(arms all sensors)

Press once to Disarm

Press once to toggle on/off any Z-wave Lights.

Press        and        together for three seconds to 

trigger an audible Panic Alarm and police will be 

dispatched to your home.

Frontpoint Simon XT

Pro Tips:

• If you wish to change the functionality of         to alert medical responders instead of the police, 

please call 877-602-5276 to reconfigure. (A silent panic alarm is also possible.)

• The Keychain Remote should have an effective range of ~100 ft from your Hub.

• The expected battery life is five years. A low battery will be indicated by a dim or nonexistent 

LED light at the time a button is pushed. 

• If the Keychain Remote has not been used recently it is possible for the battery to deplete 

entirely before being able to report a low battery signal to your Hub. 

Replacing the Battery:

1. With a key or small screwdriver, press the black tab located at the bottom of the remote (fig. 

1) and slide the chrome trim off.

2. Carefully separate the front and back piece of plastic to reveal the battery.

3. Replace with a 3V Lithium CR2032 battery ensuring the + side of the battery faces up (fig. 2).

4. Re-assemble the plastics and ensure they click together. Ensure the notch in the chrome trim 

is aligned with the back of the plastic. It will only go on one way (fig. 3).



Button functions:

Press once for Arm Stay (arms only 

door/window and glass break sensors) twice 

to Arm Away (arms all sensors)

Press once to Disarm

Press        and        together for three seconds 

to trigger an audible Panic Alarm and police 

will be dispatched to your home.

Frontpoint IQ Panel

Pro Tips:

• If you wish to change the functionality of         to alert medical responders instead of the police, 

please call 877-602-5276 to reconfigure. (A silent panic alarm is also possible.)

• Although the light bulb button does not currently have a function, we suggest an alternative of 

setting a scene from your app to turn the light on/off as you arm/disarm your system.

• The Keychain Remote should have an effective range of ~100 ft from your Hub.

• The expected battery life is five years. A low battery will be indicated by a dim or nonexistent 

LED light at the time a button is pushed. 

• If the Keychain Remote has not been used recently it is possible for the battery to deplete 

entirely before being able to report a low battery signal to your Hub. 

Replacing the Battery:

1. With a key or small screwdriver, press the black tab located at the bottom of the remote (fig. 

1) and slide the chrome trim off.

2. Carefully separate the front and back piece of plastic to reveal the battery.

3. Replace with a 3V Lithium CR2032 battery ensuring the + side of the battery faces up (fig. 2).

4. Re-assemble the plastics and ensure they click together. Ensure the notch in the chrome trim 

is aligned with the back of the plastic. It will only go on one way (fig. 3).


